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In 1712 Martin Lister bequeathed the collection of more than 1000 copperplates to the

University of Oxford that he used for his Historiae Conchyliorum, the first comprehensive

study of conchology. In the mid-eighteenth century, William Huddesford, keeper of the

Bodleian Library, used the copperplates to create another edition of Historiae, but after

that they are not mentioned again in the published literature. I recently ‘rediscovered’ the

plates in the Bodleian Library, since their transfer from the Ashmolean Museum in 1860.

I use historical analysis, as well as a selective study of the copperplates with X-ray

fluorescence techniques, to examine a portion of the plates and the process of their

production. I show that Martin Lister’s daughter engraved a paper for Philosophical

Transactions, and demonstrate that she was among the first female scientific illustrators to

use a microscope. Furthermore, one of the Lister copperplates may be the last survivor of

those engraved for Philosophical Transactions, the rest having been surrendered to the

nation in World War I. The significant intellectual and artisanal challenges presented to a

skilful naturalist in the transformation of a field specimen into an aesthetically pleasing

illustration as well as a scientific object conveying taxonomic information are delineated.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early modern era, scientific illustration was a novel genre with few artists able to

combine attention to empirical detail, accurate perspective views of the object and

aesthetic judgements into one image. As the creation of images of natural philosophy

during this period also involved the cultivation of connoisseurship and training the eye of

the virtuoso, as well as training the hand in drawing, meeting the demands of ‘art and

science’ was a challenging task.1 The illustrator, by reductionism, needed to focus the

viewer’s attention onto the essentials of the specimen without losing its context, scale or

dimensions. Engravings were expensive to produce, and publications of natural philosophy

often required a knowledge of Latin, sensitivity to the proper placement of figures, and

specialized fonts, and many printers simply were not capable. As John Ray complained in
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the preface to Francis Willughby’s Ornithology, ‘the Gravers we employed, though they were

very good Workmen, yet in many Sculps they have not satisfied me . . . they as often

neglected their instructions, or mistook my meaning’; Ray even confessed that, to save

money on engraving, ‘We have for the most part contented our selves with the figure of

one Sex only, and that the Male.’2 Accurate representations of natural philosophy were

thus not something that could be taken for granted.3 Johns has pointed out that, despite

the fact the Royal Society portrayed its experimental scene in minute literary detail, there

was no illustration of the Society in action, its Repository collections, or its instruments

in use.4

As Kusukawa has noted, historians of science have recently shown much interest in

how these nascent ‘visualizing methods . . . developed as part of the practices and ideas

of scientific investigation’.5 Often, however, when analysing early modern illustration in

natural philosophy, we only have ‘part of the picture’, usually the finished book, or the

drawing or engraving itself, sometimes unattributed. Because the original specimens, the

preliminary drawings, and, particularly, the plates have usually been lost (the plates for

Philosophical Transactions, for example, were ‘surrendered to the nation during World

War I’), the specific artisanal practices involved in creating an illustrated book or article

of natural philosophy can be inscrutable.6 We have some tantalizing glimpses: David

Freedberg has explained how the members of the Accademia dei Lincei not only used

watercolours to focus on the interiors of specimens, particularly on the organs of

fructification and generation, but also attempted to use images of surface impressions

(not entirely successfully) to make taxonomic distinctions.7 Printed instructional

manuals of engraving from the period, such as those of William Faithorne, show in

some cases how the burin was held to create shadows and contours, but they also often

leave out key information on how to achieve finer effects of chiaroscuro.8 Some of this

was due to an authorial desire to preserve trade secrets and some because the training,

in Robert Hooke’s words, ‘of a sincere Hand and a faithful eye’ to accomplish

illustration is accomplished by observing and doing, not by reading.9

In the creation of Martin Lister’s Historiae Conchyliorum (1685–92), the first

comprehensive study of conchology, we are fortunate to have some of the original

objects, preparatory and draft drawings, the original copperplates, and draft and final

prints (figure 1). Furthermore, the task of illustrating his Historiae was one that Lister

accomplished in a novel manner. To maintain as much ‘creative control’ over his work

and its publication as possible, he taught his two daughters, Susanna (bap. 1670,

d. 1738) and Anna (1671–ca. 1695–1704), how to limn and engrave images.10 Lister

later claimed that their engravings for Historiae ‘could not have been performed by a

Person else for less than 2000 l. Sterling; of which Sum yet a great share it stood me

in, out of my Private Purse.’11 The press, possibly at his house, that turned out images

on the same thin and watermarked paper that Lister used for his correspondence,

permitted the creation of his masterpiece.12 There was not a single line of movable

type in the first edition, because all the written content was engraved with the figures

on the copper plates (figure 2).13 Movable type only came later for the appendices.

The decorative baroque borders around the frontispieces and shell specimens that

Susanna and Anna created added an extra step in the printing process (figure 3). As the

sheets were run through the home press twice, the strain on the thin paper meant that

it was sometimes cut through the surface, and strips had to be pasted on the back of

the sheets. Although the lack of movable type made additions and corrections difficult,
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Figure 1. Strombis tricornis, lightfoot. The original specimen illustrated for Lister’s Historiae, its preparatory
drawing, the copperplate, and its print. (a) Strombus tricornis, lightfoot; Lister Copperplate 332, The Bodleian
Library, University of Oxford. (b) Strombus tricornis; lightfoot specimen next to plate 873 from Lister’s
Historiae Conchyliorum, Natural History Museum, London. (c) Drawing of Strombus tricornis, lightfoot by Anna
Lister in her sketchbook; MS Lister 9, The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. (Copyright q Natural
History Museum, London and The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.) (Online version in colour.)
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it also avoided the difficulties of dealing with printers: Lister’s illustrators were literally

‘in house’. By the time they were teenagers, Susanna and Anna Lister’s initials

appeared on the title page of Historiae.

In 1712 Lister bequeathed the collection of more than 1000 copperplates to the

University of Oxford. In the mid-eighteenth century, William Huddesford, keeper of the

Bodleian Library, used the copperplates to create another edition of Historiae

Conchyliorum, but after that there is no further mention of them in the published

literature.14 Using historical analysis, as well as selective study of the copperplates with

X-ray fluorescence techniques, this article examines a portion of the plates that I

recently ‘rediscovered’ in the Bodleian Library since their transfer from the Ashmolean

Museum in 1860, and the process of their production.15 I will first elucidate Lister’s

training of his daughters as illustrators and artists, informed by his own ability to draw.

To that end, I will then provide evidence, in addition to that of Woodley, Keynes, and

curators at the Linda Hall Library, to suggest that Lister’s daughter Anna engraved a

paper for Philosophical Transactions, as well as analysing her images for Historiae to

demonstrate that she was among the first female scientific illustrators to use a

microscope.16 The significant intellectual and artisanal challenges presented to a skilful

naturalist in the transformation of a field specimen into an aesthetically pleasing

illustration as well as a scientific object conveying taxonomic information will thus

be delineated.17
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Figure 3. Decorative borders were added after the initial printing of an image, such as in the frontispiece of the
Historiae. (a) Note the inclusion of ‘Susanna et Anna Lister Figuras pin[xerunt]’ on the frontispiece.
Frontispiece of Martin Lister’s Historiae Conchyliorum (published by the author, London, 1685–92). (Copyright
q The Royal Society, London.) (b) Copperplate of Decorative Border. Lister Copperplates 17, The Bodleian
Library, University of Oxford. (Copyright q The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.) (Online version in
colour.)

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Most of the text in the Historiae was not typeset but engraved directly on the plates. (a) Accompanying text
for Historiae, for example in this portrayal of a molluscan dissection, was engraved directly on the copperplate.
Lister Copperplates 75, The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. (b) The print portraying the molluscan
dissection in Martin Lister, Historiae Conchyliorum (published by the author, London, 1685–92), vol. 2, p. 34,
illustration 184. The Wellcome Library, London. (Copyright q The Wellcome Trust and The Bodleian Library,
University of Oxford.) (Online version in colour.)
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HISTORIAE CONCHYLIORUM: LISTER AS ARTIST AND TEACHER

Martin Lister was baptized in Radclive, Buckinghamshire, and educated at St John’s College,

Cambridge (MA 1662); he then studied medicine at Montpellier from 1663 to 1666. While in

France he became ‘an avid natural historian’ and physician, eventually becoming a court

physician to Queen Anne in 1702.18 Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1670/71, Lister

devoted himself to a variety of biological studies, including botany, fossils and shellfish. He

forged a friendship with, and performed a lengthy correspondence with, John Ray (1628–

1705), and ultimately contributed more than 60 papers to Philosophical Transactions.19 He was

a member of the Society’s Council and vice-president of the Royal Society from 1685 to 1686,

often chairing meetings when the President, Samuel Pepys, was called away on business. While

a Fellow and officer, Lister sponsored Ray’s books on insects and birds, helping to identify

species, and was on the committee to see Historia piscium by Francis Willughby and Ray

through the press, Lister supervising the completion of the engravings and the printing.20

His greatest contribution to natural history, however, was his masterwork Historiae

Conchyliorum, the primary edition compiled between 1685 and 1692.21 Sir Hans Sloane, the

founder of the British Museum, lent Lister specimens from his travels in Jamaica.22 In 1674

Thomas Townes, ‘a learned and ingenious Physician’ working on a sugar plantation, wrote to

Lister, ‘I goe shortly to the Barbados, where if I can serve your curiosity in inquiring after

anything that is rare . . . you may command me’.23 Townes subsequently sent parcels of shells.

Edward Lhwyd, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, reported, ‘I have sent by John Bartlet of

the White Swan at Holbourn bridge a small strawberry basket, with a parcel of your curious

wrong turned snails of the woods.’24 The snails were kept alive by being buried in wet moss.

John Ray and his colleague Samuel Dale, an Essex physician, also compared conchological

notes with Lister, commenting on gastropod morphology, shell pattern, and habitat, and sending

him species for identification.25 The 1140 pieces of Lister’s correspondence left to us show that

he was part of a global Republic of Letters of virtuosi who exchanged ideas and specimens.26

From 1685 to 1692 Lister was preparing the four books and two appendices of Historiae

sive Synopsis Methodica Conchyliorum. He had already published a small tract on molluscs

in his Historiae animalium (1678). By 1692 his work, which had been enriched by

observations from a variety of collectors and naturalists, grew to 1073 plates of shells,

slugs and molluscan anatomy, as well as titles, subtitles, pages for classification, and

dedications. Table 1 lists the arrangement and dates of the four books.27

Between 1692 and 1697 a second edition was produced in two folio volumes, with an

addition of 22 anatomical plates with typeset explanations. Lister had intended to follow

his volume of plates with anatomical descriptions of every family in the proper order, but

he did not carry out his plan. Historiae Conchyliorum was divided into Books, Sections

and Headings, which to some degree correspond to the Orders, Families and Genera that

Linnaeus employed years later.28 Despite the richness of the visual illustrations, there was

no text other than sectional headings and specific descriptions engraved on the plates.

To assemble this vast work, Lister employed his daughters as the primary draftswomen.

The first recorded indication that Lister was encouraging his daughters’ artistic interests was

from a letter to his wife, Hannah, in July 1681. He wrote:
I did send home a Box of Colours in oil for Susan and Nancy [Anna] to paint with. As for

the pencills sent with them, and the colours in shells, which are for Limning, I would have

thee Lock them carefully up, tell I return, for they know nott yet the use of them.29



Table 1. The contents of Martin Lister’s Historiae Conchyliorum

book date pages content

book I 1685 1–105 exotic land shells and slugs
book II 1686 106–160 freshwater shells, snails [turbinates]91 and bivalves
book III 1687 161–445 marine bivalves
appendix 1688 446–523 fossil [lapidus] bivalves
book IV 1688 524–1025 marine molluscs, marine snails [buccinis], molluscan anatomy
appendix 1692 1026–1054 fossil snails [buccinis]
appendix 1692 1055–1059 minor addition to text [mantissa] and synopses
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‘Susan and Nancy’ were his eldest daughters Susanna and Anna [sometimes known as

Anne], who were 11 and 9 years old at the time.

The term ‘limning’ has its source in the word ‘illumination’, or the medieval technique of

painting on parchment. In the sixteenth century the miniaturist Nicholas Hilliard’s A Treatise

on the Art of Limning explained his manner of work. Portraits or figures were painted in

watercolour, made by mixing finely ground pigments and gum arabic to the proper

consistency.30 The ‘pencils’ to which Lister referred were small brushes, made of sable or

squirrel hair, and ‘colours in shells’ referred to the practice of keeping watercolours of

paste consistency in mussel shells. Edward Norgate in his Miniatura advised to take as

much pigment ‘as will lie in a muscle shell (which of all others are fittest for limming, or

otherwise those of Mother Pearle) and with a little gum water temper it with your finger

till it come to a fitting consistency or stiffnes.’31 As Sloane indicated, limning was used

‘mainly in the seventeenth century for heraldry, maps, birds-eye views, miniature

portraits, and copies of old master paintings’, and it was considered a suitable pastime for

young ladies, being generally a ‘sedentary, clean and quiet occupation which employed

rich materials and resulted in decorative works’.32 Little did Lister’s daughters know at

the time the significance that limning and shells would have to their young lives.

Lister’s colleague and travelling companion Thomas Kirke (d. 1706) also wrote a

manuscript entitled ‘Art of Limning’, so perhaps this work was a source of instruction,

and there were several drawing manuals published as ‘companions’ for the ‘ingenious of

either sex’.33 Both girls turned out to be quite artistically talented, but it is not known

who gave them drawing lessons because there is no manuscript evidence of a limning

tutor, although there were several artists in the circle of the York virtuosi of which Lister

was a prominent member, such as the artist and engraver Francis Place (1647–1728) or

the glass painter Henry Gyles (1640?–1709). It is, however, probable that Lister was his

daughters’ teacher, having skills as an illustrator himself.

In 1669 Lister wrote a letter to John Ray, which reveals his innermost motivations to

become a naturalist. Lister stated:
For my part, I think it absolutely necessary that an exact and minute distinction of things

precede our learning by particular experiments, what different parts each body or thing

may consist of; likewise concerning the best and most convenient ways of separation of

those parts, and their virtues and force upon human bodies as to the uses of life; all

these, besides the different textures, are things subsequent to natural history.
In the early 1670s Lister put his convictions to work, employing his knowledge of

parasitism to correct the Dutch naturalist Jan Goedart’s work On Insects, which was not
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printed until 1682.34 Lister explained in the preface, ‘I have taken great care of the Designes,

in transferring them upon Copper Plates, which I dare promise are Exquisitly performed, by

the best of our English Artists which was my expence.’35 He took such care because he

thought ‘Naturall History is much injured, through the little incouragement, which is

given to the Artist, whose Noble performances can never be enough rewarded; being not

only necessary, but the very beauty, and life of this kind of learning.’36 Natural history,

sensitive illustration to record the ‘exact and minute distinction of things’ (in other words,

the essential characteristics of the organism) and ‘the very beauty’ or aesthetics were, in

Lister’s eyes, inseparable. The ‘best of our English artists’ who did the engravings was

Lister’s friend Francis Place, but the original manuscript draft of the book shows that

Lister probably drew the illustrations himself either from life, or from Goedart’s own

images, because it contains sketches of butterflies, bees, and developmental cycles of

other arthropods interspersed with his notes.37 Lister apparently then transferred the

designs to Place to engrave.

At the same time as Lister was working on On Insects, Marcello Malpighi was using the

microscope to aid in his dissection of insects and to display their anatomical structure

isolating the animal from the environment; Lister, however, thought it necessary to have

the insect portrayed as much as possible in its ecological niche.38 In particular, he noted

‘how necessary it is, in order to the compleating of Naturall History, that our Naturallist

shou’d be well skilled in Plants: Viz the Food of most Insects.’ As Goedart had ‘left us in

the darke’ about the food sources of some of the insects, for ‘want of a more particular

Title of this Plant’, where the plants could be specifically identified he portrayed the

butterflies with the caterpillar feeding on its favoured food source. In fact, one of the

proof sheets for On Insects contains Lister’s annotations of the preferred food sources and

time of the hatching of the caterpillars for each of the insects portrayed.39 Not only did

Lister’s illustration provide a more complete natural history of insects, but it was also

regarded as an exercise in identifying which caterpillars infested which types of wood, as

well as the determination of ‘what kind of Wood is best, for Sheathing of Ships’. Lister

thought it would be possible to ‘essay certain published pieces thereof like Tallies tyed to

a Buoy in the Waters and streames much infested by the Worm’ to see which species of

tree they preferred. He speculated that ‘as the Indies are stored with greater variety of

Timber, then Europe, so that it would be very probable there may be some found, which

that kind of River Worme will absolutely refuse to eat.’ Detailed illustrations of insect life

cycles could help this early venture in economic botany, and at the same time, their

‘exquisite’ rendering and sensitive placement on the page elevated these small creatures

into objects of beauty.

Why did Lister insist that the images be beautiful as well as scientifically accurate? Some

of it was his own artistic sensitivity, but some of it was because of the nature of the

specimens he portrayed. Lister would later be satirized by Shadwell in his play The

Virtuoso (1676) for dedicating his life to the study of spiders; and in the preface to his

Exercitatio Anatomica in qua de Cochleis (1696), a comprehensive anatomical guide to

land shells and slugs, he remarked that he was also aware that his work might ‘provoke

the laughter of spectators’.40 He also wrote to his friend Edward Lhwyd, stating that

there were ‘censorious mouthes who think and say a man that writes on Insects can be

but a trifler in Phisic’, and that he hoped he would be left ‘alone to pursue Philosophie

amongst the inferiour sort of beings’.41 Lister moved to London from York in 1683 and

established a lucrative medical practice in which public perception of his activities was
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important to securing professional respect. Visually pleasing images of insects and molluscs

would help overcome the public perceptions that his study of them was trivial, an examplar

of the madness of a virtuoso; through beautiful illustrations, these ‘inferior’ beings were

elevated into important specimens of natural philosophy. So, the illustrations for his books

can be seen as an example of his self-fashioning as a skilled physician, artist, connoisseur

and collector, as well as a natural historian concerned with taxonomy.

Lister’s abilities as an artist and skilful naturalist were also indicated in his mixed

manuscript and print draft book for De Cochleis, the first book of Historiae published in

1685, which was devoted to exotic land shells. The eighteenth-century annotation on the

endpapers stated: ‘This book belonged to Dr M. Lister, it was probably, a Pocket book, in

use, during the compilation of his Book of Shells’, and ‘in this Book was found the

Picture, which is supposed to be the Portrait of Anna or Susan Lister, Daughters of

Dr. L. who drew the Shells for the Synopsis’.42 Although unfortunately there was no

portrait, there were other illustrations: the first page shows Lister’s drawing of a dead

‘Anadavad’ bird (red munia, Amandava amandava), ‘said to be brought from the East

Indies’, with his detailed empirical description of its size and coloration ‘like that of a

Robbing red-breast’, and an annotation that the species was in Willughby’s Ornithology

(1678).43 Lister’s illustration of the ‘Anadavad’ carefully elucidated its finch-like beak

and lark-like claws that made it a distinctive species, its uniquely spotted plumage

rendered beautifully in pencil shading. Lister’s keen understanding of surface features

necessary for ornithological classification was not surprising, because he had worked with

Ray to complete Willughby’s posthumous work and contributed bird species. He therefore

had extensive interests in avians; for instance, correspondence with Ray in 1670 shows

that Lister provided a definitive identification of ‘heath throstles’ (ring ouzels) that he

spotted in Carleton-in-Craven, Yorkshire. Ray also provided in the preface to Ornithology

‘two or three Observations communicated by Mr. Martin Lister of York, my honoured

Friend’, which included feeding habits of buntings and robins, and an experiment in

which Lister ‘subtracted daily’ a swallow’s eggs, spurring her to lay ‘nineteen

successively’.44

Lister also taught his daughters the craft skills and careful empiricism necessary for

scientific illustration, guiding their artistic development closely. Evidence suggests that

Lister may also have sat with his daughters while they drew the specimens, and he

certainly pointed out the features they were to record. When Lister commissioned the

artist William Lodge to do illustrations for his work Historiae Animalium (1678), he

noted in the preface that he had taken ‘particular care to distinguish genuine species . . . by

extremely minute but extremely faithful observations pertaining to the habits and life of

these animals’, and he insisted on a high level of proficiency. Lister indicated that he

made sure
that practically all the drawings of the animals were carried out in my presence. My aim

was to see that the excellent artist did not merely . . . express his own personal conception.

To facilitate this I first of all indicated with my finger the characteristics of each species

that I most particularly wished to have depicted.45
Another sketchbook for Lister’s Historiae featured Anna’s wash drawing of a sea-urchin

marked by Lister’s annotations and directions in correcting its shape. For instance, he

wrote ‘the plates between the subluxis a:b:c:d * are somewhat less at the bottom than

they are in the life’ (figure 4).46 With such detailed guidance, no doubt pointing out the
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Figure 4. Lister’s corrections of his daughters’ drawings of sea-urchins, particularly directing them to pay attention
to the size of the subluxal plates. We see top (a) and bottom (b) views of the specimen, along with Lister’s
admonition to contract their size (c). From ‘Original Drawings for Lister’s Conchology ca. 1690,’ MS 685, ff.
61v–62r. (Copyright q Science Museum Archives, Wroughton, Wiltshire.) (Online version in colour.)
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animal’s features, he taught them, in Lorraine Daston’s words, an ‘ontology of perceptual

habit’. This habit was reinforced by an evident pleasure of skilful perception that Susanna

and Anna experienced that manifested on the page as they gained experience in training

their eyes to observe and their hands to illustrate.47 As each book of Historiae came out

between 1685 and 1692, his daughters’ skills as illustrators grew keener, supporting

Daston’s point that in scientific observation there is ‘seeing well which may be

inextricably intertwined with the acquired ability to see as.’48

We do know that Susanna and Anna were drawing items from Lister’s shell collection by

the time they were teenagers, because their intertwined initials next to the misspelt

abbreviation (pni for pinxerunt) appear on the title page of the De cochleis (1685)

(figure 5). In this presentation copy to his friend Hans Sloane there was also careful

handwritten elaboration of the fact that Susanna and Anna ‘delineaverunt’ or drew the

illustrations; subsequent editions of Historiae had variations of these attributions—

Susanna et Anna Lister Figura pin[xerunt] or delineaverunt.49

Although it is not unusual, as Woodley has noted, for ‘exceptional children to draw

skilfully at an early age’, it seems that the daughters were not only drawing but also

etching and engraving (sculpsit).50 The draft manuscript book for De Cochleis

demonstrated Lister’s careful correction of his daughters’ efforts in etching, editing Anna

Lister’s calligraphic captions above her floral ornament twice.51 (Lister’s corrections also

demonstrate that he was a stickler for Latin prose, later editing the Roman cookbook by

Apicius, his correspondence in the 1690s debating philological matters with Theodorus

Janssonius van Almeloveen (1657–1712), the Dutch classicist and editor.52) Keynes

speculated, on examining the final print of this work, that it was etched because that was

an easier technique than engraving, and Anna, being younger, may have begun with that

before learning engraving for her father’s Historiae.53 Another of her floral ornaments

appears in the 1685 edition in Lister’s dedicatory plate to the collector William Courten.

Indeed, Lister wrote to Henry Gyles in 1685 asking him to ‘pray get Mr. Massenger to

make me 6 etching sticks as formerlie & putt good and fine needles in them, neatlie after

his fashion, & send them by the Carrier’, indicating that some sort of etching was being

done at or near his home.54 Francis Place also complained in a letter to Henry Gyles in

1682, ‘I pray at the retorne of ye Dr [Lister] lett him not have my Oyle for Printing.’55



Figure 5. The frontispiece of De Cochleis, the first book of Historiae. In this presentation copy to Sloane, we see
Susanna and Anna credited with drawing the figures. From Martin Lister, De cochleis, tam terrestribus, quam
fluviatilibus, exoticis, seu, quæ non omnino in Anglia inveniantur (published by the author, London, 1685),
shelfmark 1256.i.25. (Copyright q British Library Board.)
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As Lister was also a practising chymist, his home laboratory regularly infecting his York

neighbourhood with fumes, he would have certainly been familiar with the procedure for

making aqua fortis for the purposes of etching.56

As for Susanna, we see that by 1685 (if not before, because this was a draft book for the

1685 publication) she was certainly engraving.57 The draft book for De Cochleis shows her

engraved figure of a nautilus shell, plate 556, signed ‘Susan’, which also appeared in the



Figure 6. Susanna Lister’s draft engraving of a nautilus shell, with her signature in the lower left-hand corner for De
Cochleis. She was thus engraving by 1685, if not before, because this is a draft book for the publication. We can see
her father’s annotation above, tracing other portrayals of the shell in the work of other naturalists, such as
Aldrovandi. Martin Lister, De Cochleis tam terrestribus (published by the author, London, 1685), Lister L. 95,
figure 84a. The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. (Copyright q The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.)
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printed book, and we can see her signature scratched on the original copperplate (shelfmark

222, Bodleian Library). Keynes and Wilkins had noted the final print of the shell, but in the

draft copy of De Cochleis we also see Lister’s annotation next to his daughter’s work

indicating the taxonomic information about the species, and the shell’s presence in the

work of Pierre Belon (1517–64) and Ulysse Aldrovandi (1522–1605) (figure 6).58

Lister also provided his daughters with the best possible materials for their work.

According to William Faithorne’s The Art of Graveing and Etching (1682), ‘here in

England you must buy your Copper ready forged from the Brasiers’, and he advised ‘that

Copper is best which is free from flaws, and not too hard . . . and if it be too soft, you

may some what perceiv it by its too much pliableness in bending.’59 The addition of too

much zinc (more than 5%) would result in a harder brass alloy and a more durable plate,

but one that would be more difficult to carve; a plate that consisted mostly of copper

would be easier to carve but would have to be thick to withstand wear from wiping and

repeated use in the rolling press. A thicker copper plate also withstood alterations as the

plate was heated and beaten out flat, polished smooth, and then re-engraved. A portable

X-ray fluorescence device (Bruker Tracer III-V), providing quick and reliable surface

elemental analysis, was used by Dr Peter Bray to examine two dozen of the Lister

copperplates in the Bodleian Library on 8 April 2011.60 The X-ray spectrum is recorded

as characteristic peaks whose intensity corresponds to the percentage of each element in

the alloy; Bray’s analysis revealed plates made of 98% pure copper, the rest being made

up of impurities from the copper ore rather than deliberate additions. This composition

would permit easier carving and amendments. However, the plates averaged 2–3 mm

thick, and although not easy to bend they would have been expensive to produce. The

plates were probably specially commissioned from the braziers, because plates such as

these would be made outside the normal brass production process.61 With their nearly

pure copper content, it is little wonder that Lister commented on the expense he incurred

for them.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS AND MICROSCOPY

The artistic skills of Lister’s daughters may not have been limited to Historiae. Keynes and

Woodley have also noted that by 1685 Susanna Lister had been illustrating papers for

Philosophical Transactions, both for her father and for the Royal Society more

generally.62 Their claim rests partly on a signature with the plainly styled and intertwined

initials ‘SL sculp’ in volume 15, no. 172 (1685) resembling the one engraved on the

presentation copy of De Cochleis to Hans Sloane, also dated 1685.63 The signature is

below a variety of drawings: a honeycomb sent to the Royal Society by Lister’s friend,

Monsieur Cabart de Villermont, a geographer posted in the West Indies; a hygroscope

sent by William Molyneux from Dublin to William Musgrave; and an asbestos cloth

provided by Robert Plot. Woodley and Keynes also mention another set of illustrations

signed ‘S. sculp.’ for volume 15, no. 175 (1685), done for a series of articles: a published

letter from Lister to Ray concerning ornithology with ‘Dr Listers figure of a silk tail’, and

‘the figures of some antiquities, communicated by a Member of the Royal Society’.

Furthermore, there are also other works in Philosophical Transactions articles attributed

to Susanna Lister by the curators of the Linda Hall Library (Kansas City, Missouri) in a

2005 Exhibition: ‘Women’s work: portraits of 12 scientific illustrators’. The curators

identified an article from the Royal Society’s journal dated 1685, which include

engravings of Anton von Leeuwenhoek’s wine salts also signed ‘SL sculp’ in the same

plain style.64 Another article from Philosophical Transactions, Leeuwenhoek’s discussion

of wood histology dating from 1683, also has the characteristic signature.

It could be argued that such a young woman as Susanna, who would have been 13 years

old in 1683 (she was baptized on 9 June 1670)65 could not have possibly had the artistic

maturity to engrave plates for Philosophical Transactions. This line of chronological

reasoning was behind Keynes’s incorrect identification of the drawings and engravings of

Anna Lister in Lister’s Historiae as having been engraved by Lister’s wife, Hannah,

whom he speculated was nicknamed ‘Anna’; this surmise was corrected by Woodley, who

clearly demonstrated from Lister’s correspondence that the artists were the two

daughters.66 In addition, we know for certain that by 1685, if not before, from the draft

book of De Cochleis, the 15-year-old Susanna was engraving, and the 13-year-old Anna

was etching with her father’s careful assistance.

However, it may be possible that the ‘SL’ signature in Philosophical Transactions could be

that of the little-studied and elusive John Savage (fl. 1683–1700), an engraver and print seller

of portraits, playing cards, book illustrations and title pages.67 Savage advertised himself as an

engraver for Philosophical Transactions, and indeed he was the only known engraver for the

Royal Society’s journal with initials that might match the signature of ‘SL sculp’;68 it could be

argued that ‘SL’ might instead be ‘SI’, an abbreviation for ‘Iohannis Savage’. There is a

portrait by Savage that contains a monogram of plain initials intertwined, done after

Anthony Van Dyck, that has been attributed to Savage. It has an intertwined ‘S and I

sculp’ or perhaps just an ‘S’ with a flourish, but the monogram (as the portrait itself) is

quite different in style from the signature in Philosophical Transactions.69 In Philosophical

Transactions we also see one illustration of Edward Tyson’s roundworm signed by ‘I and

S’ intertwined followed by Savage; it is unclear whether the ‘I and S’ referred to Johannes

or whether the monogram was redundant.70 In most of his works, however, Savage usually

signed his name more fully as ‘I Savage sculp:’,71 although we can see the attribute

‘Savage sculp’ in some of his works,72 ‘Iohn Sauage’ for his playing cards,73 or in a 1685
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engraving for Lister’s paper concerning the Roman origins of a multiangular tower at York we

observe ‘J Savage sculp’, the ‘J’ fairly elaborate and distinctive.74 His trade card also refers to

him as ‘John Savage’.75

Furthermore, the intertwined signature of ‘S’ and ‘L’ followed by ‘sculp’ in volume 15,

no. 172 (1685) of Philosophical Transactions is, as Keynes noted, ‘in reversed writing as if

by an amateur hand’; it would be unusual for an engraver of Savage’s ability to make such an

elementary mistake, but it would be more characteristic of a younger engraver such as

Susanna.76 Last, the engraving of ‘Dr Listers figure of a silk tail’ in volume 15, no. 175

(1685) accompanying his article about ornithology, which portrays an illustration of a bird

quite similar in artistic style to that of his ‘Anadavad’ specimen in the de Cochleis draft

notebook, is signed ‘S. sculp’, which is certainly not in keeping with any known

signature by Savage. It is possible that Susanna engraved her father’s own drawing of the

avian, he guiding her along so she recorded the essential features necessary for taxonomic

classification.

However, a later article, ‘The Anatomy of a Scallop’, published by Lister in Philosophical

Transactions, provides more definitive evidence of the contributions of the daughters to the

Royal Society, but in this case, those by Anna.77 Printed in volume 19 (1695–97) of the

journal, the article is accompanied by an engraving of a molluscan dissection from a

copperplate that was later used for the second edition (1692–97) of Lister’s Historiae

Conchyliorum (figure 7). In Historiae, the scallop became part of a series of 22

illustrations that Anna Lister made of molluscan anatomy accompanied by an elaborate

typeset figure legend in the appendix. Many of the dissections drawn by Anna are extant

in her sketchbook for Historiae (MS Lister 9, Bodleian Library), and she signed some of

the anatomical prints as well (figure 8). It is thus quite likely that Anna was the artist of

the anatomy of the scallop printed in Philosophical Transactions. In other parts of volume

19 of Philosophical Transactions, Lister published articles that had been printed in his

earlier books or that were the subject of past experiments, so it is characteristic of his

behaviour that he used a copperplate for two publications.78 Indeed, in the Philosophical

Transactions article, the plate of the scallop was accompanied by Latin text that was

copied verbatim for the figure legend for Historiae.

The only change to the printed figure in Historiae was an alteration of part of the heading,

presumably from ‘Transct: no. 229’ (for the journal article) to ‘Table 17’ (for Historiae).

There seems to be a good deal of rubbing evident around the area of the heading on the

recto of the plate; this evidence indicates alteration of the title with a burnisher, the

copper being levelled out with a scraper. In a process akin to repoussage, the plate was

also beaten out from the back with a punch and a small hammer to raise the old title,

which could then be scraped off to achieve a smooth surface that could be cut again;

Mei-Ying Sung’s analysis of the copperplates of William Blake has indicated that Blake

also used repoussage to revise and correct his work, and that it was a common technique

of alteration among engravers.79 Neither Anna nor her sister Susanna would have been

strangers to this technique because they employed it often in Historiae; as Wilkins has noted:
Constant additions to the numerous plates contained in the various books and sections of

the growing Historiae made it impossible for them to be numbered consecutively with any

certainty . . . it appears from the many erased plate numbers still to be faintly seen that this

attempt was soon abandoned, and it was not until the second edition, some time after

1697, that the whole of the plates were satisfactorily numbered in sequence.80
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Figure 7. Lister repurposed his daughter Anna’s engraving of a scallop done for an article in Philosophical
Transactions for a later book concerning molluscan anatomy. (a) Copperplate for the Anatomy of the Scallop,
Historiae Conchyliorum, Lister Copperplate 46. The Bodleian Library, Oxford. (b) Verso of the copperplate of
the Scallop Dissection, Lister Copperplate 46, The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. (c) Magnified view
of the verso of the copperplate for the Anatomy of the Scallop. The copperplate shows evidence of alteration of
the title, the verso of the plate being raised from behind and rubbed and burnished on the recto. Lister
Copperplate 46, The Bodleian Library, Oxford. (d) Table 17 from Martin Lister, Historiae Conchyliorum
(published by the author, London, 1685–92; 2nd edn 1692–97); The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.
(e) The illustration was reused for Martin Lister, ‘The Anatomy of a Scallop’, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. 19,
567–570 (1695–97), image preceding the article on p. 560. (Copyright q The Royal Society, London.)
(Copyright q The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.) (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 8. Anna Lister’s sketchbook contained several sketches of molluscan anatomy, accomplished as part of her
father’s unfulfilled plan to do a complete anatomical atlas of conchology. (a) Anna Lister’s sketches of molluscan
anatomy; MS Lister 9, f. 115r, The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. (b) Anna Lister’s sketches of molluscan
anatomy. Note her signature: ‘Anna Lister delineavit’. MS Lister 9, f. 122v., The Bodleian Library, University of
Oxford. (Copyright q The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.)
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Because (as mentioned above) the copperplates for Philosophical Transactions were

surrendered to the nation in World War I, it is also likely that Anna’s engraving may be

one of the few, if not the only, surviving plate from the early era of the Royal Society’s

journal.

One of these illustrations of molluscan dissections, clearly signed ‘Anna Lister

delineavit’, also indicates that she was using a microscope to observe molluscan anatomy.

As I have previously demonstrated in my biography of Lister, we do know without doubt

that from 1694 Lister and his daughters were regularly using a microscope in the creation

of scientific illustrations.81 In the preface of his Exercitatio Anatomica in qua de Cochleis

(1694), Lister mentioned that to aid him in the ‘dissection of minute animalcules . . . I am

now for the first time, owing to defective vision, compelled to use a microscope, I rejoice

greatly that I can by its aid again enjoy the same studies which were long denied to

unassisted eyes’.82 Although simple microscopes based on Leeuwenhoek’s design with

their tiny bead-like spherical lenses ‘surpassed all others in both distinctness and

magnification’, magnifying 200–300 diameters, their use was only viable to those, as

Hooke noted, ‘whose eyes could well endure it’.83 The simple microscope had to be

brought very close to the object it was viewing, and it provided a very constricted field of

view.84 From 1650 pocket microscopes, ‘flea glasses’ and compound instruments were

widely available, and by the early eighteenth century many of Lister’s colleagues

throughout Europe used the more ‘comfortable compound instrument for observations at

medium and lower magnification, turning to the simple microscope to explore smaller

realms’.85 Because Lister used microscopes as aids to the dissection of molluscs and his

poor vision obviated the use of a simple microscope, an early compound instrument in

conjunction with a hand lens would have been more than sufficient for his purposes.

Despite the prominent decorative image of the compound instrument in Hooke’s

Micrographia, Hooke turned to the single-lens microscope to produce his spectacularly
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magnified and detailed engravings that demonstrated the very power of the instruments to

mitigate the Baconian idols of the senses, his aim to provide ‘a full sensation of the

Object’ [my italics]. In contrast, Lister’s purpose was to present the essential features of

the molluscan external structure and internal anatomy for the purposes of taxonomy in a

visually pleasing manner. Hooke’s flea dazzles; Lister’s mollusc classifies.

More practically, a very powerful microscope would also have led to less accurate depth

perception, which was necessary for the creation of taxonomic illustrations containing these

essential features. As an analogy, in general microsurgical technique the use of the lowest

level of magnification necessary for manipulation is recommended. Recent neurophysiological

studies also show a close correlation between depth perception and visually guided hand

movements in primates, including humans.86 These hand movements not only include

surgical manipulation but would also encompass the fine hand–eye coordination necessary in

the use of the microscope and the subsequent drawing and engraving that Lister’s daughters

performed. As Wilson has indicated, ‘When Hooke speaks . . . of the coordination of hand

and eye, one remembers that hand and eye are not coordinated in microscopical work, that a

new series of coordinated movements must be learned, with some difficulty’.87 A microscope

with a lower magnification would make it easier to learn such techniques.

Susanna’s younger sister Anna was certainly using a lower-magnification microscope in

the early 1690s in a coordinated fashion; her notebook with her original drawings for

Historiae Conchyliorum includes a close comparison of the shells of the species

patellidae labelled ex microscopio, as well as a depiction of a brachiopod gill and

dissected mollusc penises.88 In the latter case, the image was transferred to copperplate,

and the printed work also carried the label indicating her use of the instrument. It is

possible that the sisters were some of the first women, and certainly among the youngest

women, doing scientific illustrations with the use of microscopes.89

In a letter of 16 May 1694, John Place, the physician of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, told

Lister of ‘the Great Duke’s singular satisfaction . . . especially with your ingenious, and

elaborate booke [Historiae]. I told him that the figures were the work of your daughters,

which surprises him extremely.’90 Place then wrote, ‘I believe he will present you with a

parsell of his Florence wine.’ This selective analysis of the significance of the

copperplates and their prints was similarly rewarding, indicative of what a detailed

examination of all the 1000 plates and their images will tell us. Some plates give us first-

hand evidence of the erasing and re-engraving performed as the final set of the plates

evolved through its several editions created between 1685 and 1697; confirmation of this

by laser scanning confocal microscopy will finally allow a definitive bibliographic history

of Lister’s masterpiece. Potential approaches could include taking silicone moulds of the

plate surfaces to assess tool marks and engraving techniques, as well as metallographic

investigation of exposed edges to interpret manufacturing processes. The Lister copper

plates are witnesses to the important and often hidden role of family connections,

artisanal work, aesthetic practice and empirical perception in the transformation of a field

specimen into an object of scientific enquiry in the early modern era.
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